
Diamond Spring Fold Card using the Simply Scored Boards

 

Using Early Espresso Cardstock cut a 4" X 12" cards base.  
Score at 2, 4, 8 &10" using Simply Scored Board.  
Fold in and smooth scored lines 

 
 
Fold up card at the first score line and using the Diagonal Score Plate score from the top left hand 
corner down. Then starting from the 4” mark score down again 

 

Turn card 180’ fold in left hand end to first score line (as for other end) and repeat scores.  
All the scores lines should cross over half way down the 4” and 8” score lines to form the diamond. 

 



Fold all the scored lines in and press into place with bone folder. 
To create the “Spring” simply pinch top and bottom edges together on the 4” score line and then on 
the 8” score and they should fold in easily to form the front diamond shape 

 

For decorating you need: 

Two side panels  1 3/4" X 3 3/4".  

 

And a front panel of 2 5/8" square. I added another square to the back of the diamond to write on. 

 

 



Decorating the Card Using My Digital Studio (or other printed images) 

 

I gave the froggy a bit of dimension by printing him twice (the same size). I left one image whole 
when I cut it out and for the second I cut only the body and front legs. 

 
I mounted the second piece over the first using Dimensionals as shown below and then mounted the 
whole frog with Dimensionals too 

 

To cover up the white edges of the cardstock I printed on to I used a matching Stampin’ Write 
Marker to run around the edges of each piece 
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